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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Indonesia is an archipelago that stretches from Sabang to Merauke. 

This is why Indonesia has diverse, tribes, languages and different cultures as 

diverse as the number of ethnic groups. The diversities of these cultures are 

caused by the diversity of cultural background of history.

Essentially, culture consists of traditional ideas, especially its values. 

While system of culture can be viewed as element to give condition for the 

text action (Rahim, 1992: 28-29).

The culture and human cannot be separated. A human being is 

supporter of culture and the culture is a result though, feeling, and activities in 

human life. Each ethnic in Indonesia has unique culture. Some of indigenous 

ethnic groups such as Dayak, Toraja, Buginese, Javanese are still practicing 

their ethnic rituals, customs and wearing traditional clothes.

In some comunities such as Buginese in Sidrap, they have typical 

ritual to say thank you for god after harvest time. Mappadendang is one of the 

hereditary local rituals of Buginese which is going on from a long time ago.

They usually do “Mappadendang” ritual to express thanks in god for what 

God has given to them. Based on verse of Qur’an from sura Al-Baqarah (172)
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َیا َھا أَیُّ الَِّذینَ  آَمُنوا ُكلُوا ِمنْ  َباتِ  َطیِّ َما َرَزْقَناُكمْ  َواْشُكُروا  َِّ ِ إِْن  ُكْنُتمْ 

اهُ  إِیَّ َتْعُبُدونَ 

Translation of the Qur’an:

“Oh you who believe! Eat of the good things wherewith We have provided 

you, and render thanks to Allah if it is (indeed) He Whom you worship”.

The fomation of local wisdom is as a result of the adaptation or other 

forms of public relations developed with the environment. Thus, local 

knowledge can be used as a guide for the community and the foundation of 

processing and environmental management.

Ritual as a part of culture is difficult to maintain its existance because 

modernization and cultural assimilitation. As a result, people had to pay 

attention to save their culture. The same as Mappadendang. Actually this 

ritual is not only performed by Sidrap society, but also all Buginese area in 

South-Sulawesi, which live on farming area who perform ritual 

mappadendang. Mappadendang is an original Buginese culture, which has 

existed since Buginese ancestral period. The researcher choose Sidenreng 

Rappang Regency as research setting, because in other place people do not 

perform mappadendang routinely every harvest. Meanwhile in most villages 

in Sidenreng Rappang are still doing this ritual routine every harvest.
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Mappadendang has roles and function for each player. It means that, 

there are explanations for each component to the society that they can 

conceive it is culture side.

In Mappadendang,we can see and find instruments and speech that 

have a symbol. The symbol is including the sign. If we talk about sign, we 

will connect it with semiotic. Each part of instruments in mappadendang 

ritual can be analyzed semiotically. Semiotic comes from Greek “Semion” 

which means “mark” or “sign”, it involves the study of any medium or genre 

as semiotic “sign system” (Nugiantoro, 1995:40). So, semiotics tells you not 

only about the sign, but also about the system, the media, and the relationship 

with the represented. Semiotic also studied the creation of signs backgrounds 

and all interpretation. 

All the explanation, the researcher’s reason for choosing the topic of 

the thesis “Symbols of Mappadendang Ritual in Sidenreng Rappang 

Regency” is to remind the society that Mappadendang not only a spectacle but 

as tools to bequeath the values of culture in Mappadendang, there are

togetherness, intellectuals, thankfulness, morality, ethnics so it must be 

bequeathed continually.
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B. Research questions

Based on the explanation above, the researcher identified the problem 

of this research such as the following:

1. What are the symbols in Mappadendang ritual?

2. How are the processes of Mappadendang ritual?

C. Objective of the research

From the previous explanation, the analysis as purpose to:

1. To describe how the processes of Mappadendang ritual are.

2. To get description what the symbols in Mappadendang ritual in 

Buginese are. 

D. Significant of the research

1. This study shows us one of some popular traditions of the Buginese the 

past until now.

2. The research can be beneficial as a good reference for those who are 

interested in discussing culture, it can be a first step to know and 

understand the analysis and reporting of culture research, and also give 

useful information to Buginese people who are born and living outside 

Buginese ethnic.

E. Scope of the problem

In this research, the researcher limited to focus on the symbols and 

proccess in Mappadendang ritual in Sidenreng Rappang.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Previous Study

There are some researchers that have research and almost the same as 

this research. Some of them are presented as follows:

Mutmainna (2013) in her thesis and titled “The power of ritual speech 

in Maddoja Bine Ritual in Pinrang Regency”. This study aims to analyze the 

meaning from the text or incantation of Maddoja Bine Ritual and the using of 

symbol which is in the materials or things in Maddoja Bine Ritul in Pinrang 

Regency and the method used in this research is qualitative method. The 

result of the research shows that the meaning of the text or incantation of 

Maddoja Bine Ritual contains religious, philosophy and togetherness values. 

The symbols in ritual uses materials or things which have meaning it self 

which conventionality pursuant to understanding of custom society of Bugis 

to history values left by their ancestors.  

Bahri (2009) with his thesis Semiotic analysis on witch (The 

Chronicles of Narnia by C.S Lewis). Studies about the semiotic analysis on 

witch in the chronicles of Narnia by C.S. Lewis. The aim of thesis is to find 

out the characteristic of the witch and why the characteristic did become a 

witch in yhe film the Lion, the Witch and Wardobe. The researcher used an 

intrinsic approach in analyzing this film. Based on the findings and discussion 
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in this thesis, the researcher finds eight characteristics of the witch; woman, 

powerful, evil, authority, fierce, savage, cruel, and inadvertenly. The 

researcher also concludes that there is several character of witch that still 

possessed human in daily life. 

Based on the previous findings above, the researcher finds the 

differences and similarities. The differences are they have a different object to 

be analyzed. Where, Mutmainnah focused on analyzing the text or mantra of 

Maddoja Bine ritual. Bahri focuses on analyzing a movie entitled Witch (The 

Chronicles of Narnia by C.S Lewis) while the researcher itself focused on 

analyzing the Mappadendang ritual. Moreover, the location between the 

previous researchers and the researcher is also different. The similarities are 

they are same studying about the semiotics especially symbols. In addition, 

the previous researchers and the researcher use semiotics approach.

B. Theoritical Background

a. The description of Culture

Culture in Indonesian language is Budaya derived from Sansekerta 

word is Buddhayah, it is plural form of buddhi (mind) which means as 

mathers that related to human mind. In English is culture which derived from 

Latin word  is Collere is process or carries out. Culture can be transilation as 

kultur in Indonesian language.

Culture is a way of life of a group of people behavior, beliefs, and 

values. Culture is communication; communication is culture (Hafsted, 1997: 
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3-4). In this point, language has main position because language is a tool of 

communication and a part of culture while culture itself contains language 

used to imply the idea or message. The language is used by the owner of 

culture to express verbally his/her idea or message of his/her culture to among 

of them. This language has an important role to imply and to transfer the idea 

of message of culture to the owner of the culture themselves or to the next 

generation continually.

Culture is a fuzzy set of basic assumptions and values, orientations to 

life, beliefs, policies, procedures and behavioural conventions that are shared 

by a group of people, and that influence (but do not determine) each 

member’s behaviour and his/her interpretations of the ‘meaning’ of other 

people’s behavior (Oatey, 2012).

Culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art,

morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as 

a member of society (Avruch, 1998: 6)

Culture word is a stage word which is derived from the Latin language 

that is “colere” means the process of cultivating doing and become all human 

powers and efforts or action to cultivate and change the nature 

(Koentjoroningrat, 1990: 181).

There are many definitions about culture itself. For example, Dawson 

(1980: 42) explain that the culture is the institutional complete, tradition 

custom truth, honesty, along the economic organization with in social legacy 
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from a nation. Soekanto (1990: 336) says that culture is soul expression 

created in life and thinking way, make friend, literature art, religion, 

recreation, and entertainment, a photo, novel, drem, film, game, philosophy, 

and so on. The created culture, caused in that case directly to be able to fulfill 

the necessary of human being. 

Referred to anthropology, culture is all of the idea system, actions, and 

the result of human work for society life which is considered as all human 

belong by barning, and while historical science, culture is all of human 

creations that is actually the result of their effort only, to change and to give 

form or a new arranging of God giving which fit with mentality and physical 

needs (Koentjoroningrat, 1990: 9).

Culture is learned from relative sand other members of community as 

well as from various material forms such as books and television programs. 

People are not born with culture but with the ability to acquire it by such 

means as observation imitation, and trial, and error (Wendell, 1986: 25)

Culture as part of Indonesia life should be preserved and all people 

should respond to its form. The government in Indonesia pay attention to the 

culture development is by holding culture’s festival every year. That is way 

the local cultures as the assets of national development have to be preserved 

as long as they are suitable with the way of life of Indonesia.

Based on explanations above, the researcher opined that culture carries 

many different meanings. Culture is human initiative creation. It is the 
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characteristic of a particular group of people, defined by everything from 

language, religion, knowledge, law, morals, custom, social habits, arts, and 

economic system. Culture rules virtually every aspect of our life and it is vital 

because it enables its members to function with one anoter without the need to 

negotiate meaning at every moment. Then, it is learned and forgotten, so 

despite of its importance we are generally unconscious of its influence on gthe 

manner in which we perceive the world and interact within it.

b. The description of Etnolinguistic

Etnolinguistic is a field of linguistic anthropology which studies the 

relationship between language and culture and the way of different ethnic 

groups perceive the world. With cultural relationship between language and 

culture, the studies of ethnolinguistic become important. The function or 

purpose of this study is to understand the patterns and cultural values of a 

society with greater depth.

Ethnolinguistic study the way parception and conceptualization 

influence language and show how this is linked to different cultures and 

societies. An example is the way spatial orientation is expressed in various 

cultures (Jayanti : 2009).

According to Underhill (2012) Ethnolinguistics is the study of how 

language relates to culture and ethnicity.

Ethnolinguistic study includes a review of structure and family 

relationship through kindship terms, color consepts, patterns of child care, or 
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communication of a member of the society in certain situations, such as 

traditional ceremonies.

Ethnolinguistic (sometimes called cultural linguistics) is a field 

of linguistics which studies the relationship between language and culture, 

and the way different ethnic groups perceive the world. It is the combination 

between ethnology and linguistics. The former refers to the way of life of an 

entire community, i.e., all the characteristics which distinguish one 

community from the other. Those characteristics make the cultural aspects of 

a community or a society.

Ethnolinguistic study the way perception and conceptualization 

influences language, and show how this is linked to different cultures and 

societies. An example is the way spatial orientation is expressed in various 

cultures. In many societies, words for the cardinal directions east and west are 

derived from terms for sunrise/sunset. The nomenclature for cardinal 

directions of Inuit speakers of Greenland, however, is based on geographical 

landmarks such as the river system and one's position on the coast. Similarly, 

the Yurok lack the idea of cardinal directions; they orient themselves with 

respect to their principal geographic feature, the Klamath River.
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c. The description of Semiotic

In this thesis, the researcher will explain the symbols of sing in 

Mappadendang. Studying linguistic sign brings us to the semiotics field of 

study.

According to Pierce (1977), semiotic is the science that studies the life 

of signs and signifying practices within society. Expanding this notion of sign 

Fiske and Hartely proposed that there are two centralconcerns of semiotic  

(Kim, 1996). First, semiotics attempts to reveal the relationship between the 

sign and its meaning. The process of assigning meaning and deriving meaning 

from a sign are called signification. Second, semiotics is concerned with the 

way by which signs are combined by following certain rules, or codes called 

codification.

Barthes in Alen (2003:18) Semiotics is a crucial figure in modern 

literary and cultural theory. His work has been influential in a wide variety of 

theoritical trends and practices, including structuralism, semiology, post-

structuralism, cultural studies and psychoanalytical literary criticicm. Barthes 

is one of a handful of witers who can be said to have established the 

foundations for modern literary and cultural theory.

Sandera (2014) Semiotic derives from the Greek semesion, meaning 

sign, semainon which means signifier and semainomenon meaning signified 

or indication. Generally, semiotic is the study of signs or an epistemology 

about the existence or the actuality of sign in societal life.
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Tinarbuko (2008) semiotics is derived from Greece: semion, which 

means sign. According to Pilliang, as quoted by Tinarbuko, exploration of 

semiotics as a method to study the various branches of science is possible 

because there is a tendency to look at a variety of social discourse as 

phenomenon of language. In other words, language used as the model of 

social discourse.

Semiotics is often confused with communication science. Although 

the two fields share much of the same theoretical and methodological 

territory, the latter focuses more on the technical study of how messages are 

transmitted (vocally, electronically, etc.) and on the mathematical and 

psychological laws governing the transmission, reception, and processing of 

information. Semiotics pays more attention to what messages mean, and on 

how they have been put together with signs (Danesi, 2004).

Semiotic is considered as the theory of the production and 

interpretation of meaning. Meaning is made by the deployment of acts and 

objects which function as “signs” in relation to other signs. In general 

meaning is not believed to reside within any particular object, text or process. 

Rather, meaning arises during the communication process itself (Chandler, 

1994: 2).

Semiotic is the study of the process by which signs and symbols come 

to have meaning signs are seen as the basic building blocks of meaning. 

Semiotics is concerned with how signs are produced, maintained and charged. 
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This is why semiotics is sometimes called the study of the process of 

signification (Whannel, 2003:54). 

Semiotics is the science of communication and sign systems, in short, 

of the ways people understand phenomenon organize them mentally and of 

the ways in which they devise means for transmitting taht understanding and 

for sharing it with other. Although natural and artificial language are therefore 

central to semiotics, its field covers all non-verbal signaling and extends to 

domains whose communicative dimension is perceived only unconsciously or 

subliminally. Knowledge, meaning intention and action are this fundamental 

concepts in the semiotics investigation of phenomena (Danesi, 2001:105).

Semiotics is the science of communication and sign system, in short, 

of the ways people understand phenomena and organise them mentally.

d. The description of Symbol

The symbolic meaning as the signs that are useful in the delivery of 

aims and objectivies in various fields of human life. Through the symbols 

contained in the Mappadendang ritual we will get better understanding about 

how the human relationship with his God, human and nature, and humans 

with each other.

Symbol is the most abused term of those under consideration here. In 

consequence, it has either tended to be grotesquely overburdened, or, on the 

contrary, reduced to more general kinds of behavioral phenomena, or even to 
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absurd nullity. A few brief illustrative instances of both tendencies will suffice 

here; they are merely intended to underline the need for further conceptual 

clarification (Sebeok, 2001).

Symbol is not an expression of everyday language. A word such as 

sign occurs in many ready-made syntagms, and, when one is unable to give a 

univocal definition of the isolated term, one is still able to give a certain 

interpretation of these syntagms. It is, on the contrary, the pseudo everyday 

language of the press or of literary criticism that says that certain 

merchandises are the symbol of the productivity of a given country, that 

Marilyn Monroe was a sex symbol, that the terrorists attempted to assassinate 

the American ambassador in Rome for symbolic reasons, that a certain word, 

description, or episode has to be read symbolically. A common speaker would 

have some difficulty in explaining the 'right' sense of these and of other 

similar expressions (Sebeok, 1986).

The word “symbol” comes from the Greek “symbol” which means 

contact, taken, insignia, and means identification. Symbol is meant as 

anything that communicates a fact or an idea that stand for an object. Symbol 

is anything that means of something else usually something abstracts such as 

an idea or belief, Goan (1997:20).
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According to Bachry (1993:95) symbol or sign is something like, 

drawing, speech, emblem, etc. which explain or contain sense for instance 

while for holiness, and rice a symbol of wealth. Literary symbols are 

distinguished from arbitrary symbols, like letter of the alphabet, number and 

aljebraic sign. Beyond symbol contain expended view therefore; if we are 

discussing the significance of the literary work, we talk about them as symbol.

In Santoso (2004:136) according to Pierce in Semiotic and the 

philosophy of language, symbol correlated to it’s object by an arbitrary and 

conventional decision, and many symbol the Pierce sense such us flag, 

emblems, astrological, and chemical symbols, and also refers to the object that 

it denotes by virtue of a law usually an association of general ideas.

In a view of Coblay (2001:21) symbol is a sign which have relation to 

certain object because of agreement, example word, flag.

According to Oliver in Aziz (2004:6), he instanced badges and 

insignia as signs ; the wheel and the cross as symbol. That is a word or image 

is symbolic when it imlies something more than it is obvious and immediately 

meaning, it was a wider ‘unconscious’ aspect that is never precisely defined or 

fully explained. All of these types are object level called second object.

Peirce says that symbol is the general name or description which 

signifies its object by means of an association of ideas or habitual connection 
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between the name and the character signified (Counsell and Wolf, 2001). 

Whereas Odgen and Richards (1923) says that symbols are the signs that are 

agreed that they chall mean what they mean and there is no natural 

relationship between them and their meanings, between the signifier and the 

signified. The terms of symbol defined as “those signs which men use to 

communicate with one another”. 

Universally, symbols stand for something other than the symbol itself 

by virtue of purety arbitrary and conventional agreement. Symbols come in a 

variety of forms, from words to circles with lines through them for Pierce, all 

words, sentences, books, and other conventional signs are symbol. We speak 

or writing or pronouncing the word ‘man’ but it is only a replica, or 

embodiment of the word that is pronounced or written. The word itself has no 

existence althogh it has real being, consisting in the fact that all existents will 

conform to it. It is a general mode of succession of three sounds or 

representamens of sounds, which becomes a sign only in the fact that a habit, 

or acquired law, will cause replicas of it to be interpreted as meaning a men or 

men (Counsell and Wolf, 2001). Number and alphabetical letters are also 

symbols. 

In this thesis, the researcher will use Revsina’s theory. According to 

Revsina (1995:68) kinds of symbol are:

a. Objects, usually the symbols we find in the literature are inanimate object. 

Such as glass, rose, chair, and etc.
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b. Characters, symbolic characters in some fiction or plays are not well 

rounded and fully known, but are seen fleetingly and remain slightly 

mysterious.

c. Sense, sometimes a symbol addresses a sense rather than sight.

d. Setting, in fiction, feature of physical photograph can provide rich 

suggestion. 

e. Action, a symbolic act is a gesture with large significant than usual.

Based on explanations above the researcher also give definition about 

symbol is something used for or regarded as representing something else, 

material object representing something. 

e. The description of Ritual

Mappadendang is a kind of ritual. Before the writer describes 

mappadendang ritual too far, it is better to know what ritual is.

A ritual is a set of actions, perfomed mainly for their symbolic value. 

It may be rescribed by a religion or by the traditions of a comunity. The term 

usually exludes actions which are arbitralily chosen by the erformers. A ritual 

may be perormed on spesific occasions, or at the discrection of individuals or 

communities. It may be performed by a single individual, b a group, or by the 

entire community: in arbitrary places, or in places especially researved for it; 

either in public, in private, or before spesific people. A ritual may be restricted 

to a certain subset of the community, and may enable or underscore the 

pessage between religious or social states.  
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The notion of ritual first emerged as a formal term of analysis in the 

nineteenth century to identify what was believed to be a universal category of 

human experience (Bell, 1992). Many ritual theories looked to ritual in order 

to describe “religion”. Later, social functionalist, in contrast, explored ritual 

actions and values in order to analyze “society” an the nature of social 

phenomena. More recently symbolic anthropologist has found ritual to be 

fundamental to the dynamics of “culture”.

f. The Description of Mappadendang

The ritual of Mappadendang is one of the activities after harvest end. 

Mappadendang is typical ritual performed as symbol of people’s gratitude to 

God which gives harvests abundants. The word of Mappadendang has other 

name that is Mappadeko in Indonesian. It means a group of people make 

sounds by things named Alu and Lesung after harvest even when moon 

eclipse. 

Ritual Mappadendang is usually perormed by buginese people after 

harvest and moon eclipse, but to day Mappadendang when moon eclipse is 

dificult to find. So that, this research only focuses on Mappadendang after 

harvest. Now adays, there are not many places of buginise do this ritual 

anymore. 

Writer thinks that people’s habit to still doing this ritual every harvest 

time end is very honorable act because not only they express their thanks to 

God event in difficult way, also they without intentionally keep buginese 
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culture that almost loose. Because of this kind of people our next generation 

will know about Mappadendang. If there are no one try to find out about this 

ritual maybe in next five or ten years all of us will forget even will never 

know that this ritual ever exist. That’s way does the writer really wants to 

discuss about Mappadendang ritual in her research.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents and discusses the research methodology which 

includes research method, data source, data collection procedure, and 

technique of data analysis.

A. Research Method

This study used a descriptive qualitative research that describes 

Symbols of Mappadendang ritual in Sidenreng Rappang regency, it is called 

descriptive because it’s describes the data and uses the symbols to be 

analyzed.

Denzin and Lincoln (2005: 5) state that qualitative research is a 

situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a set of 

interpretive, material practices that makes the world visible. These practices 

turn the world into a series of representations including field notes, 

interviews, conversations, photographs, recording and memos to the self.

Creswell (2007): 36) says that qualitative research is descriptive when 

the researcher is interested in process, meaning, and understanding gained 

through words or pictures.
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B. Data Source

The researcher got data from informant. Primary data got through 

interview of some informants of the village. Ambo’ Hanna (60) organizer 

this ritual, Amma’ Muna (54) is Ambo Hanna’s wife, and the researcher 

also interviewsd some people who follow this ritual.

C. Research instrument 

The instruments of this research are observation and interview. 

Observation is the way of collecting data by observing the phenomena being 

researched. According to Arikunto (2006: 229), “Observation is an effective 

way to complete the research with observation form as an instrument. A form 

contains about a phenomenon will be described”. According to Thill and 

Bovee, “An interview is any planed conversation with a specific purpose 

involving two or more people”. To make clear this study, the researcher needs 

to documentation when interview and observation in the field. That’s why the 

researcher will use camera and tape record to get the data.

D. Data Collection Procedure

The researcher collected the data by reading and analyzing from a few 

acknowledge sources of Data. The researcher collected data by doing the 

follow procedures:
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1. The researcher observed the activities of the people on the events 

Mappadendang.

2. The researcher watched and record every step and things which are 

needed in this event process.

3. The researcher interviewed the ritual leader, the village chief, also 

people who follow this ritual.

E. Technique of Data Analysis

The symbols of Mapadendang ritual analyzed from each things and 

each means were determined what are the meaning include in symbols 

Mappadendang by Revsina’s theory.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this part, the researcher shows the main point of this thesis, it is the 

findings of Symbols in Mappadendang ritual. Here, the researcher analyzed the 

meaning of Symbols in Mappadendang. There are six symbols in Mappadendang 

ritual, they are Alu (Pestle), Palungeng (Mortar), Gerakan mattumbu’, Gerakan 

mappenca’ silat, Beppa Ogi, Pesse’ pelleng.

A. Findings

After doing this research about the Symbols of Mappadendang ritual in 

Sidenreng Rappang Regency, the findings of this research deals with two main 

findings of the observation sheet and interview sheet that the researcher used 

during the process of collecting data:

1. Symbols of Mappadendang ritual

The researcher showed the table about the symbols of Mappadendang 

ritual. There are 6 symbols of Mappadendang, the symbols are Alu, 

Palungeng, Gerakan Mattumbu’, Mappenca’ sila, Beppa Ogi (Traditional 

cakes), and Pesse Pelleng. The researcher analyzed 5 kinds of Symbols

made by them there are: Objects, Characters, Sense, Setting, and action.
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Kinds of Symbol Symbol Meaning

Object

Alu (D1)
The Goddes caller 

(Pangobbi malaika’)

Palungeng (D2)

Can increase amount 

of rice and more 

abundant rice crops

Character

Beppa Ogi (Traditional cakes)

(D3)

Meaning for their life

Pesse’ Pelleng (D4)

Brightness in our life

Sense - -

Setting - -

Action Gerakan Mattumbu’ (D5) Expression of 

gratitude to God

Gerakan Mappenca’ silat (D6) The meaning of life
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2. The Process of Mappadendang ritual

In this point, the researcher showed by the table about the Process of 

Mappadendang ritual in Sidenreng Rappang Regency. The Process of 

Mappadendang ritual was conducted for two days, and Ambo Hanna’ took

control all of it.

The Process of Mappadendang ritual

The Day Activities

Day 1

Activity 1: Prepare the location that 

will be used for the ritual. (D7)

Activity 2: Hang mortar, preparing 

the pestle, setting poles. (D8)

Activity 3: Slaughtered animal. 

(D9)

Activity 4: People begin to ring the 

pestle (Alu) and mortar 

(Palungeng). (D10)

Activity 5: Make traditional cakes. 

(D11)
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Day 2

Activity 1: Gather in the place of 

ritual (Ambo’ Hanna’s house).

(D12)

Activity 2: Preparing the meals. 

(D13)

Activity 3: Acara Barasanji. (D14)

Activity 4: Maccera’ palungeng by 

Ambo’ Hanna. (D15)

Activity 5: Ambo’ Hanna allow 

everyone to star eating. (D16)

Activity 6: Togetherness-sitting 

(Tudang sipulung). (D17)

Activity 7: Even by performance of 

Mappadendang ritual. (D18)
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B. Discussion 

In this section the researcher gets the data from findings about symbols 

and process of Mappadendang ritual based on Revsina’s theory. There are two 

results of this research:

1. Symbols of Mappadendang ritual in Sidenreng Rappang Regency

In this point, the researcher analyzed 5 kinds of Symbols made by 

them, they are: objects, characters, sense, setting, and action. The researcher 

found 6 symbols in which there are 2 symbols in object, 2 symbols in 

character, 2 symbols in action.  

a. Object

Based on data, the researcher found 2 Object. There are Alu and

Palungeng. Revsina (1995:68) Object, usually the symbols we find in the 

literature are inanimate object. Such as Alu and Palungeng.

Based on datum D1 and D2, the researcher concludes Alu and, 

Palungeng as object because Alu and Palungeng are inanimate. Alu is a tool 

which is believed can produce rhythm and sound that can call the Dewi or 

Angels. While Palungeng means as a container or place to pound the rice 

plant, the long size and large of the Palungeng their believed can increase 
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amount of rice and more abundant rice crops such as containers pounded 

when they were doing Mappadendang.

b. Characters 

Based on data, the researcher found 2 Characters. There are Beppa Ogi 

(Traditional cakes) and Pesse Pelleng. Revsina (1995: 68) Characters, 

symbolic in some fiction or plays are not well rounded and fully known, 

but are seen fleetingly and remain slightly mysterious.

Based on datum D5 and D6, the researcher concludes that Beppa Ogi

(Traditional cakes) and Pesse pelleng as Characters because Beppa Ogi

and Pesse pelleng are not well rounded and fully known. And those

symbols also are slightly mysterious in mappaddendang ritual. 

Based on datum D5, Beppa Ogi (Traditional cakes) is made of rice. 

They believe that cakes have meaning for their life, and they believe also 

that cakes are slightly mysterious in Mappadendang ritual, people are not 

allowed to eat the cakes even to touch it if Sanro (Healer/Shaman) has not 

finished reading the prayers.

Beppa Ogi (Traditional cakes) in Mappadendang ritual:
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1. Sokko patanrupa

- Black is considered as representation of human hair, hair is the 

symbol of longevity. So, people must always show their 

gratitude to God by conducting ritual and praying.

- White is our Bones. The white color in Sokko’ symbolizes 

gratitude for the God-given strength. 

- Red as our blood, symbolizes the spirit of life.

- Yellow represents the sum-sum that is between the joints. It 

symbolizes gratitude for the God-given physical health.

2. Konde-konde is a symbol of welfare and perosperity. Also, the 

cooking process of Konde-konde has meaning too. Konde-konde 

which is still not ripe yet will stay in pane, while the ripes are float 

up to the water surface. It means that they hope the good things 

will always appear in their life.

3. Beppa Lapisi’ (Kue lapis) is a symbol of the subsistence that will 

never stop.

4. Bannang-bannang is a symbol of ruffled thread and hooked each 

other. The meaning is in life people have to help each other. The 

meaning is in life people have to help each other.

Based on datum D5, Pesse’ Pelleng symbolizes brightness in their 

life, they hope that there is always a way when they have difficulties in 
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their life. it also symbolizes the life of bees which always unite and do not

bother to each other. And the people also believe that this tool is slightly 

mysterious.

c. Action 

Based on data, the researcher found 2 data of Action, they are Gerakan 

Mattumbu’ and Gerakan Mappenca’ silat. Revsina (1995: 68) Action, a 

symbolic act a gesture with large significant than usual.

Based on data D3 and D4, the researcher concludes Gerakan 

Mattumbu’ and Gerakan Mappenca’ silat as Action because Gerakan 

mattumbu’ and Mappenca’ silat are symbolic act gesture. 

Based on datum D3, Gerakan Mattumbu’ is Pounding movements are 

interpreted as a picture of the day farmers used to pound rice into rice. 

This movement is also interpreted as an expression of gratitude to God for 

the success of their harvest.

Based on datum D4, Gerakan Mappenca’ silat teaches us how the way 

of life with all of humans. Besides, Gerakan Mappenca’ silat also teaches

us science spirituality to make ourselves and soul comfortable.

Besides, the researcher found there is no kind of symbol especially in 

sense and setting. 
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2. The Processes of Mappadendang Ritual in Sidenreng Rappang Regency

Each region has their own way in doing the ritual. According to 

research which was conducted by the researcher, she saw that there are two 

villages that have the same manner in serving the ritual of Mappadendang. 

Those are Palappara’e and Bola bulu. Inspite of they have the same manner, 

but they have different version of story about the origin of rice as it has been 

explained previously. In this point, the researcher concerns about the ritual 

process of Mappadendang in Palappara’e.

The researcher found that ritual of Mappadendang is a ritual to 

express thanks to God for what God has given to them. Such as health and 

they still get good harvest. And they do this ritual every year. In Palappara’e, 

both cultivation and harvest are conducted twice a year. The first harvest is 

held on March or April and the second time is held on September or October. 

According to the informant, the first crops usually are not as much as the 

second one because people believe that season at the second harvest is a good 

time for rice to grow. This season is also called as Ase Bare’. Eventhough, 

both cultivation and harvest are conducted twice a year, the ritual of 

Mappadendang is only held once a year after the harvest of Ase Bare’, so that 

people enable to share their harvest and to keep the rest to their family. Even 

as they get less than before, they still share what they have. It constitutes their 

expression of gratitude to Almighty God for his Mercy.
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In Palappara’e, the ritual of Mappadendang is schedule by the elder 

person of the village, people call him Ambo’ Hanna’. They believe that Ambo 

Hanna’ knows the proper time to conduct a ritual, including the ritual of 

Mappadendang. The implementation of Mappadendang always falls on 

Monday or Thursday. They believe it as sacred day to hold a ritual, as good as 

Monday or Thursday Moslems doing fasting. 

Usually they do this ritual in Ambo Hanna’s house. In addition, 

sometimes there are some people who come to Ambo Hanna’ giving some 

rice, chicken and even a goat. People do this way when they have much 

property to share with. After that, two or more young people are sent to visit 

each house to collect dues as they have discussed it previously. 

The ritual process of Mappadendang is held for two days. During 

these two days, Ambo Hanna’ will take control all of it. Here is the process of 

Mappadendang for two days consecutively:

Day 1.

In the first day they prepared the location that will be used for the 

ritual, hang mortar, slaughtered animals, and make traditional cakes.

Activity 1: Prepare the location that will be used for the ritual 

Based on datum D7, People prepare the location that will be used for the ritual 

of Mappadendang. In Palappara’e village, they take Ambo Hanna’s house 
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area as the place to perform the ritual. It had been conducted for many years 

ago. Only men who are allowed to participate in this work, meanwhile women 

prepare for meals that will be eaten after they have finished their construction.

Activity 2: Hang mortar, preparing the pestle, setting poles

Based on datum D8, they hang mortar (maggattung palungeng), preparing the

pestle (alu), setting poles on the four sides in the wind direction. These poles 

will be used to hang the food, and to set up camp later. 

Activity 3: Slaughtered animal

Based on datum D9, most people on that day slaughtered animal donations 

which have blessed by Ambo Hanna’. Some animals should be slaughtered as 

sacrifices in the place where people conduct Mappadendang. 

Activity 4: People begin to ring the pestle (Alu) and mortar 

(Palungeng)

Based on datum D10, In the afternoon until the evening, people begin to ring 

the pestle (Alu) and mortar (Palungeng) to inform all citizens of both the 

village and that is outside the village that they conduct Mappadendang. All 

participants enjoy the ritual by sounding the mortar using pestles. These 

activities are held on until eleven o’clock at night.
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Activity 5: Make traditional cakes     

Based on datum D11, they dance while enjoying the traditional cakes that are 

served in mappadendang. The cakes are made from rice. Kinds of cakes that 

they need to serve in Mappadendang ritual are konde-konde, beppa lapisi’,

sokko, bannang-bannang, and so on. 

Beppa lapisi’ means the subsistence that will never stop. Konde-konde, they 

hope the good things that will always appear in their life such as when people

cook konde-konde. Sokko patanrupa there are four colors, black, white, red 

and yellow in Sokko’, Black color is our hair, long hair. They hope that God 

gives them longevity. White color is our Bones. Yellow color, represents 

spirits who always joint with us every time, and we cannot see. Red color is 

our blood. 

Day 2.

The second day they prepared the meals, Mabbarasanji, Maccera palungeng, 

Tudang sipulung, and even by performance of Mappadendang ritual.

Activity 1: Gather in the place of ritual (Ambo’ Hanna’s house).

Based on datum D12, all people gather in the Ambo Hanna’s house, a place 

where the implementation of mappadendang ritual will be conducted. 
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Activity 2: Preparing the meals 

Based on datum D13, all meals which have been served by the women will be 

brought to the site. Those are Sokko’ which consist of 4 colors (black, white, 

yellow, and red), the traditional cakes made by rice (onde-onde, lappa-lappa’, 

bannang-bannang, etc.) as well as chickens and goats that have been cooked.

Activity 3: Acara Barasanji

Based on datum D14, then all the men who present in the place do Barasanji 

led by Ambo Hanna’. People are not allowed to eat the food even to touch it if 

Ambo Hanna’ has not finished reading the prayer. 

Activity 4: Maccera’ palungeng by Ambo’ Hanna

Based on datum D15, Ambo Hanna’ also butchers the animals that will be

sacrificed goats and chicken on top of the mortar (palungeng), and pillars. 

This section referred to maccera’ palungeng. While doing maccera’ (ritual 

activity by slaughtering animals) Ambo Hanna’ reads the pray as follows:

“E puang Allah Ta’ala, palettukangnga akkattaku aga purae u wajjanciang 

mappura laloe iya kuduppa mokka’ Ase pada taung laloe, rewekka lao okkoe 

maccera’ nasaba madising maneng muaki iya purae makkareso”

The translation in English:
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“O God, please convey my intentions which I promised in the last year, if I 

(representative of all farmers) get crops as much as last year, I will come back 

here to do Maccera’ for your blessing. Thanks to you for giving health and 

success for our who have worked hard”.

Activity 5: Ambo’ Hanna allow everyone to star eating

Based on datum D16, after all the ritual of maccera’ and mabbarasanji have 

finished. Ambo Hanna’ and his child will allow everyone to start eating. Most 

people are scrambling to pick up the food which is hung in the poles. They 

believe that besides the food contains a blessing because it has been prayed by 

Ambo Hanna’, also because the position is higher than another food so it is 

certainly having a better impact for them who can get it.

Activity 6: Togetherness-sitting (Tudang sipulung)

Based on datum D17, then the ritual is continued with togetherness-sitting 

(tudang sipulung) to discuss any matters related to the agriculture in the 

future. Here the government who is represented by the village chief, farmers 

and Ambo Hanna’ discuss the proper time to start down to the fields. They 

also discuss the kind of rice that will be planted and the fertilizer. Then how 

the irrigation system arranges and so forth.
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Activity 7: Even by performance of Mappadendang ritual

Based on datum D18, Finally, after tudang sipulung they continue the event 

by showing performance to entertain people in the village. The numbers of 

people who perform Mappadendang consist of six to twelve people, men and 

women. People are starting to ring the pestle (Alu) and mortar (Palungeng) 

alternately.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Based on the description that has been presented in the previous chapter 

about ritual Mappadendang, the researcher concludes the results of this research 

accompanied by suggestions that are expected to be useful the continuation of 

research in the future.

A. Conclusions

After researching and observing the Symbols of Mappadendang ritual, the 

researcher draws several conclusions as follows:

1. The symbols which contain in mappadendang ritual are Alu, palungeng, 

gerakan mattumbu’, gerakan mappenca sila’, (Beppa Ogi) traditional

cakes, pesse’ pelleng.

2. Mappadendang is a ritual which is held every harvest end as people 

gratitude to Almighty God for giving them good harvest. Beside that 

mappadendang considered as the entertainment for rice. Mappadendang is 

performed by tapping the pestle (Alu) into the mortar (palungeng) in order 

to produce a rhythmic sound.

All of things about mappadendang ritual are controlled by Ambo Hanna’. 

It is held for two days. First day is preparation the location of 
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mappadendang ritual, and the second day is the main item that is the ritual 

itself and mappadendang performance.

B. Suggestion

After putting forward some conclusions of this thesis, the researcher also 

has made several suggestions for the readers of this thesis, they are:

1. The researcher suggests the readers of this thesis to preserve the culture 

tradition from Buginese.

2. The researcher suggests the readers of this thesis who will do the same 

research to learn more deeply about Mappadendang and make a better 

one.
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a. Iyae appadendangeng’e ipigau narekko lelesi taungnge. iyae appadendangeng’e 

ipigau sebagai tanrang assukkuruketta’ okko ripuang allahu ta’ala nasaba 

nawareng manekki adisidisingeng nennia asalamakeng na yulle mupa duppa ase 

pappada taung riolo’e. 

In response by Ambo’ Hanna in interview he explained about “What is 

Mappadendang actually?”: We are doing Mappadendang ritual every year to 

express thanks to God for what God has given to us. Such as health and they are 

still get good harvest.

b. Assangkingeng’e tawekka dua sitaung, biasanna assangking pammulang’e uleng 

tellu nenniaga uleng eppa’, nainappa assangkingeng wekkadua’e biasana uleng 

asera nenniaga uleng seppulo. Appadendangeng’e ipigau riwettu assangkingeng 

mabbekka dua’e nasaba Ase Bare’. 

In response by Amma’ Muna in interview she explained about “Did you do this 

ritual every year?”: That harvest conducted twice a year. The first held on March 

or April and the second times is held on September or October. the first crops 

usually are not as much as the second one because people believe that season at 

the second harvest is a good time for rice to grow. This season also called as Ase 

Bare’.

c. Taue okkoe ri kampong’e na tepperi tomatoa’ta iyanaritu Ambo’ Hanna matoro 

maneng i iyyae appadendangeng’e, mappamula wettu magello ipigau 

appadendangeng’e gangkinna iyae yapparelluang’e.

In response by Amma’ Muna in interview he explained about “who is the main 

role in this ritual?”: The people believed the most influence in this village is 



Ambo’ Hanna to manage the Mappadendang ritual, star from the proper time of 

Mappadendang until what we are needed in this ritual.

d. Appadendangeng’e biasana ipigau okko bolana Ambo Hanna.

In response by Ambo Hamang in interview he explained about “where did the 

ritual of Mappadendang usually happened?”: Mappadendang ritual usually 

conducted in Ambo’ Hanna’s house.

e. Iyae Mappadendangeng’e ipigau duang esso.

In response by Ambo’ Hamang in interview he explained about “How many days 

that you do the Mappadendang ritual?”: The ritual process of Mappadendang is 

held for two days.

f. Esso pammulangna ipassadiani onrong iyae melo ipake Mappadendang, 

maggattung palungeng, maggere Olo-kolo’, iponini Alu’e sibawa Palungeng’e, 

yaebbu toni beppa’e. 

In response by Ambo’ Hamang in interview he explained about “what the 

preparations in the first day?”: The first day preparing the location, hang mortar, 

Slaughtered animal, people begin to ring the pestle (Alu) and mortar (Palungeng), 

and make traditional cakes.

g. Esso keduana iyanaritu esso appadendangeng’e, mabbarasanji, maccera’ 

palungeng.

In response by Ambo’ Hamang in interview he explained about “And what is 

preparations in the second day?”: The second day is day where Mappadendang 

will be conducted, Mabbarasanji, and Maccera’ palungeng. 



h. Beppa iya parellu’e engka okko mappadendangki iyanaritu Baje, beppa lapisi’, 

konde-konde, Bannang-bannang. 

In response by Emma’ Hj.Bodi  in interview she explained about “what kinds of 

cakes that you need to serve in Mappadendang ritual?”: Cakes we must preparing 

is Baje, Beppa lapisi’, konde-konde, and bannang-bannang. 

i. Bettuangenna beppa lapisi’e iyanaritu mallapi-lapireng wassele’ aggalungetta 

nainappa degage acappurengenna.

In response by Emma Hj. Bodi in interview she explained about” what is the 

meaning of Beppa lapisi?”: Beppa lapisi’ its mean the subsistence that will never 

stop.

j. Iyaro ko loki mannasu Konde-konde ipasellu’i ri wae pella’e, narekko monang’ni 

yaro konde-kondewe berarti manasu toni. iyanaritu pangello doangenna tawe 

tennapodo engka tuttu akessingeng ri akkalinoangetta pappada okko mannasu 

konde-konde ki’. 

In response by Emma’ Hj. Bodi in interview she explained about “what is the 

meaning of konde-konde?”: We are cook Konde-konde in warm water, while the 

ripe are float up to the water surface. That is pray us, we hope the good things will 

always appear in our life such us when we are cooking konde-konde. 

k. Iyaero sokko’e engka eppa warna’na. engka warna bolong, pute, cella sibawa 

ridi. Warna bolong iyanaritu warnana gemme’ta, gemme’ malampe, 

pangellaungetta’ iyanaritu tennapodo nawalekki umuru’ malampe puang’e. 

Warna Pute, iyanaritu warna’na buku-bukutta’. Warna ridi iyanaritu iyae 

mampie’ki esso wenni. Warna cella’iyanaritu warnana darata’. 



In response by Ambo’ Hamang in interview he explained about “What is the 

meaning of Sokko patanrupa?”: that the Sokko’ there are four colors, black, 

white, red and yellow. Black color is our hair, long hair. We hope God give us 

longevity. White color is our Bones. Yellow color, who always joint with us every 

time, and we can’t see. Red color is our blood.

l. Iyaro Alu e itepperi sebagai pangolli malaika’. 

In response by Ambo’ Hamang in interview about “What is the meaning of Alu 

?”: We are believe the Pestle can call the angel.

m. Palungeng itepperi naulle paenre’i aegana wassele’ aggalungenna tawe nennia 

berlimpah. 

In response by Ambo’ Hamang in interview about “What is the meaning of 

Palungeng ?”: Mortar is believed can increase amount of rice and more abundant 

rice crops such containers pounded when we are Mappadendang.

n. Gerakan Mattumbu’ iyanaritu gerakan niaregi kedo-kedo sebagai tanrang 

assukkurukeng lao ri puang allahu ta’ala nasaba jaji i asena. 

In response by Ambo’ Hanna in interview about “What is the meaning of 

Gerakan Mattumbu’ ?”: Gerakan mattumbu’ is interpreted as an expression of 

gratitude to God for the success of their harvest.
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